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 14 Minutes in Purgatory is about the trials and tribulations of growing up  
female. Inspired by the Greek myth, Prometheus, and the #MeToo movement, this solo  
 show takes a cold hard look at the social, economic, and cultural oppression of women.  
 In the story of Prometheus, he was found guilty by giving the gift of fire to the humans.  
 In 14 Minutes in Purgatory, the character is held in purgatory for the crime of providing  
 wisdom to another generation of women, in a world of privileged men. Using real life  
 stories, I was able to portray individuals that molded me into the woman that I am today.  
 By using the Greek fable as a model, I was able to teach a moral lesson at the end of  
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 When I first learned that in our second year of graduate school we had to write  
our own solo shows, fear and dread overwhelmed me. My mind could not grasp the  
concept of coming up with a solo show, writing a show, performing the show, and then 
writing a thesis about the process of the show. I am not a writer. I am an actor. I  
memorize the words that other people have written. I am not a playwright. I create a  
character that the playwright has already established in their script. I am not a director,  
set designer, costume designer, sound designer, producer, or a script editor. However,  I   
 became all of these in my second year at the University of South Carolina. 
 I first had an idea about my solo show in the summer of 2019, in Los Angeles. I   
was sitting in the Los Angeles International Airport traveling back to South Carolina, 
when I saw this huge banner hanging from the ceiling. It read, “Your Feelings Are Also 
Your Super Powers!” I couldn’t shake this message. For the entire trip on the plane,  
I kept thinking about what this means to me. What are my feelings? What would be my  
super power? I am an actor and a single mother of (at that time) a seven-year-old  
daughter, so I am extremely familiar with emotions and feelings. I am aware of how  
feelings can make or break someone and especially being a young girl in modern day  
society. I know the pressures that society puts on us for being a girl. Bingo!! That was it.  





 I remember writing down three thoughts or three “threads” that Professor Hunt,     
asked us to think about over the summer. I wrote down the words, “spiritual freedom,” 
“womanhood,” and “confinement.” From those words came the earliest stages of  
thought. I wrote down possible solo show ideas in bullet point form. I picked up a  
notebook and labeled the first page, “Possible One Woman Show Ideas.” Underneath the  
the heading were personal experiences like: my move from South Carolina to Los  
Los Angeles and back again to South Carolina, my choice of men and the physical and  
mental abuse that I have witnessed or have experienced myself, and the struggle of  
finding out when I was pregnant with my daughter that she had something called a “white  
marker” that could possibly be an indication of Down’s Syndrome. Life experiences that  
have shaped me into the person that I am today.  
 Spiritual freedom came from the idea of coming to a place, mentally, where I  
could finally feel confident in my body. When I was younger, like a lot of girls growing  
up, I felt the social pressures of being pretty and thin. I suffered from anorexia and  
bulimia in my college years and it has become my constant companion throughout my  
life. Spiritual freedom from some of the men in my life. At a young age, I was involved  
with a man who was physically and verbally abusive to me. I allowed myself to be  
treated horribly and was brainwashed to think that I deserved that type of treatment. I was  
made to feel helpless. I was made to feel vulnerable. I did not want my daughter to go  
through these same struggles like I did. I wanted her to learn from my experience. It was  
an offering of life lessons. 
 The second thread that I wanted to touch on in my solo show project was  




was all over the front page news. I read more about how this phrase came about and how  
it represented women. Tarana Burke, in 2006, coined the phrase that led to the movement  
and “raised awareness of the pervasiveness about sexual abuse and assault in society.”  
(Garcia 2017). Almost a decade later, in 2017, actress Alyssa Milano used the hashtag 
#MeToo on her social media accounts to finally open the sealed door about Hollywood’s  
(not-so-secret) harassment of women in the workplace. This started a movement 
throughout our country that was spreading like wild fire and not just in the entertainment 
industry. Women in the field of politics, finance, education and fashion industries were  
all coming together and sharing their stories of abuse. I read some of these women’s  
stories and wanted to share my voice about my experiences. I wanted to talk about social 
injustice as a woman. I remember as a child, my mother telling me that I couldn’t do  
something that my younger brother could do because I “was a girl.” I know that it was  
coming from a place of protection but I still could not stop thinking about it. What does  
being a woman mean and why is it so important to give wisdom to (not only my  
daughter) but to other girls? To teach. To educate. To help. That is when I came up with  
the idea that I would be speaking to a young girl. Not necessarily my daughter but maybe  
even possibly a younger version of myself. Did I need a mirror onstage? Or just a big  
empty frame placed on either stage left or stage right, to replicate a mirror? I knew  
however, that I wanted to teach a lesson or moral to someone younger than myself.  
 The last thread was a darker one. Confinement. I originally wanted to put this  
character in a padded room. Or a cage. A place where she couldn’t escape. I thought  
about her being shackled. Or tied to something that she could only have limited 




(where the performance would take place) the stage has four large metal trellises. I  
envisioned being chained to one of these. I drew a picture of a trellis placed center stage  
and lying on its side. I would be chained to this cold, steel frame throughout the entire  
show. I would have a long, loud and clunky chain that would enable me to walk a couple  
of feet, only to feel the grip of the shackle to stop me in my tracks after a certain length. I  
wanted to signify how a woman cannot move freely even in today’s modern society.   
That we are still being held, so to speak. Visually, we cannot see the chains and ropes but  
the mental constraints that we put on ourselves as women or that society puts on us are  
still prevalent. At some point in the show, I wanted this character to break free of this 
confinement. To teach this apprentice of hers that you can break the barriers and achieve  
your dreams. No matter your sex. That it did not matter that you were a girl, that you  
CAN do it BECAUSE you are a girl was the message. The moral to the story. 
 Once I had the three threads of my solo show set, I was able to combine all the  
threads together. I started thinking about what type of stories explain humankind and the  
world that we live in. Stories that teach. Stories that educate. Stories that are important  
and meaningful and explain why the things are the way they are. Myths. The best myths I  
know are Greek. That was the key. I had all the ingredients to make a solo show.  






 Greek theatre. I adore it. I love everything about the style of it. The presentation  
of the characters. The exaggerated masks and costumes that the actors must have in order  
for the crowds of people to see them. The process of the acting is intense, precise, and on  
point. The influences of this type of acting style have always been a part of my process.  
So, naturally I wanted to visit Greece as soon as I had an opportunity. A couple of years 
ago, I got that chance. I went to see the two most famous theaters in the world, the 
Theatre of Dionysus and the Ancient Theatre of Epidaurus. I could not get over the scale  
of these outdoor arenas. They were massive and built so well acoustically, that you could  
hear a pin drop in the 14,000 seat theatre. It was inspiring and magical to be walking in  
the same footsteps as perhaps the legendary actor, Thespis. I knew one day after my trip  
to Greece, that I would incorporate a style of Greek Theatre into a production. This was 
my opportunity to act upon that dream. I started thinking about all my favorite Greek  
myths. There are so many great stories to choose from. The Clash of the Titans,  
Pandora’s Box, Theseus and the Minotaur, Orpheus and Eurydice, and then I  
I remembered the story about Prometheus. Prometheus was a Titan who is given credit  
for creating humans out of clay and who “defies the gods by stealing fire and giving into 
humanity as civilization” (Hansen 2005). Zeus, who was not fond of the humans, was 
furious about this and punished Prometheus by binding him to a rock for eternity. It  




demigod, Heracles. This story resonated with me. Prometheus loved the humans so much   
that he sacrificed everything to help them. He gave them fire after Zeus forbade it and  
was sentenced to eternal life chained to a rock. He gave the people hope. And once they  
had hope, they had a future with possibilities. He gave them one of the most important  
gifts of all....fire. And with fire they had the power to survive and reproduce. He gave  
them progress and this was my premise. This was the message or moral that I wanted to  
become the backbone of my solo show, progress. I wanted to incorporate this “giving 
back to humans” but specifically giving back to the future generations of women. I  
wanted to give my life lessons, and experiences of stories to my daughter and her  
children. However, I didn’t want it to be just an old lady rocking in her rocking chair, 
reading a book of fables and preaching that they should heed my advice. I wanted the 
show to be physical, strong, stylized, and dark. It needed to be like the performances 
inside the Ancient Theatre of Eupidaurus, minus the chorus and other actors. It needed to 
be strong enough for a single actor to perform. The message needed to be powerful and  
presentational. The show needed to tie all of the three threads together well: spiritual 
freedom, womanhood, and confinement. 
 I like to bookend a show. I enjoy watching a production and how it begins, I like 
to see the ending look similar. That’s not to say that I want it to look identical, I just  
enjoy when the common elements tie the show together. It looks polished and clean. I  
knew that I wanted my show to be bookended.  
 Music plays a huge part in the shows that I like. I like the show to start off 
with music and end with it. I enjoy having some sort of stylized dance or movement in  




knew that I wanted my solo show to be heavily wrapped around music. Like the Pied 
Piper leading the audience through this event. The next thing to do was to draw out a  
storyboard. A storyboard is a graphic arranger that uses illustrations to present a story’s  
timeline. It tells the sequence of events. For my first illustration, I had a steel trellis  
laying on its side, right in the center of the stage with the words, “spooky lighting”  
written next to it. Then I had the character walking out from stage right, holding this long  
chain that was locked around her ankle. The second slide, was the character being  
shackled to the steel trellis and sitting on top of it, just like Prometheus was chained to  
the top of the rock. The third picture, I drew a bird (that represented the eagle in the 
Greek myth) sitting at the opposite corner of the trellis. The next image, the character 
was pulling a long piece of bloody fabric from their side. It was suppose to represent the  
eagle tearing away Prometheus’s liver. In this case, I wasn’t sure exactly what I wanted 
the fabric or the pulling out of one’s body to signify. I just knew that I wanted to expel or 
cast out some sort of information from within this character. Graphic five and six, were 
similar. I drew this character going mad. I had her running around the trellis with limited 
movement because of the chains. I had her going through the trellis, laying on top of it,  
going underneath it, and sitting inside of it. I wanted the audience to see how life in  
eternal hell would feel like if one were stuck there. I added some incredibly creepy music  
to this manic episode by, Phillip Glass, to enhance the mind frame of this character. In  
the seventh illustration, I had the character pull out the final piece of blood stained rag or  
fabric from their side and at the end of this fabric was tied a key. It was the key to  
freedom. The only way to escape the life of eternal doom and captivity. In the next slide,   




constraints. She is no longer a prisoner; she is empowered. The final drawing is of the  
bird being chained to the trellis and sitting on the top of it, exactly the way that our  
character was sitting in the beginning of the show. The bookend to my piece. This  
storyboard helped immensely in the process of creating a timeline for my solo show. It 
helped guide me along the path of writing. It became the groundwork for my words that I  
would start thinking about next. What did I want to say about the three threads of my  
story? How was I going to use my storyboard as a model of what was going to be written  
down on the page. How do you go from page to stage? The words needed to hold the  
production together. They needed to become the ground that this story could stand on. It 







 Words. Words. Words. How does one even begin to write a play? How does one 
start to pick the first line that will come out of the character’s mouth? Like I said before, I  
am not a writer. I thought that I could never come up with an original work starring only  
myself. I am so critical of myself and such a perfectionist that it would be near to  
impossible to write a solo show. There is no one to blame if things go wrong. You are the  
show. You are it. There is no safety net to save you but we did have Professor Hunt to  
keep us on track and give us solid advice and welcomed recommendations. She was the  
advisor that guided us through the trenches.  
 Once I had the groundwork, I just needed the message to come across. I needed  
my thoughts to make sense. I needed a clear path from contemplating how I saw the show  
in my mind, to actually putting the words on to paper. I had a couple of brainstorming   
ideas to have music and a dance sequence in the introduction. I thought about coming out  
with the chain around my ankle in a stylized movement to very dark music. Then there  
was the early stages of thinking that I wanted to be addressing my younger self. I wasn’t   
sure if I was still going to use the mirror or a gigantic frame on the stage. I really didn’t  
have a clue as to how I wanted to “teach” or give lessons to myself. For a while, I thought  
about actually becoming a younger version of me. I was debating on whether to  
transform into my younger self and go back and forth through a series of flashbacks and  




 At the time that I was writing my solo show, I was trying to get inspired by other 
one person shows that I have watched or enjoyed. I am familiar with performing a one 
hander. I was cast in the one-woman show called, Grounded. It was about a drone fighter 
pilot and how the job of fighting has mentality changed the course of a soldier’s mindset. 
For most of the show, I changed into several characters and directly addressed the 
audience. I really enjoyed the way the show was organized and I wanted to use some of 
my strengths that were showcased in the show and incorporate them in my solo 
performance piece. Sometimes I work best when I know what I don’t want to do. I knew 
that I did not want to just talk the audience. I did not want to directly address them for the 
entire show. Going back to my love of Greek theatre, I wanted to use my performance on 
a large scale and act as the chorus from time to time when I needed to address the 
audience. The only time I wanted to break the fourth wall, was when I needed to give 
them vital information pertaining to the show. I didn’t want the set to be heavily staged. I 
wanted the set to be minimal for two reasons. One, because I wanted the story and the 
acting to be able to hold the focus of the crowd. Secondly, I wanted to make the show 
portable. I was going to talk about the subject of being a woman in modern day society, 
along with the current climate of the #MeToo movement and I wanted to be able to have 
ease with the production travel to various venues. I knew that this subject matter could 
last the test of time. The topic is extremely relevant and could be used as a teaching 
model. Unfortunately, even in today’s modern society the topic of equal rights for women 
is very unequal. This show has a strong message, a strong performance, and has an easily 
manageable set. These are key to shopping this production around to other locations. The 




 Greek tragedy plays are fundamentally political. I wanted to introduce the  
notion of feminism in my piece but certainly not make it a soapbox performance. Some  
subjects that I wanted to address were the differences between men and women in the  
workplace, and their unequal pay. 
 A woman can work the exact same job that a man does, but get paid less because  
she is a female. Another topic that I wanted to talk about was “promiscuity.” The idea  
that it is accepted and almost celebrated for a man to be promiscuous but for a woman it  
is considered vulgar and lewd. I wanted these topics to be an eye opening and reaffirming  
message to both men and women. So, in keeping with the essence of my play, I wanted to  
use some of my real life experiences with this project. I wasn’t sure exactly which stories  
to pull from, and if they would be appropriate for the show. I did not want to use any real  
life names in my show, (to protect the innocent or the guilty) and I did not know precisely 
how to pull certain lessons I learned from growing up female and incorporate them 
throughout my performance. One of the most beneficial tasks that Professor Hunt made  
us do was to brainstorm and write about a picture that she would give us. I loved this  
exercise because I was able to observe a snapshot of humanity and correlate the image  
with something that happened in my life. I could make the unconnected images, connect. 
 I wrote about a couple of encounters that I had throughout my life. It was  
interesting what I chose to write about and share with my classmates in our reading  
sessions. A couple of key life events that I talked about varied from the time when I first  
menstruated, to dating a man who was extremely abusive to me, and the constant battle to  
be skinny. These were turning points in my life. I wrote pages and pages in class during  




enough to be included in my solo show. The lessons that I learned from these events  
shaped me into the woman that I am today. Without these incidents, my history would be  
very different. I would be very different. 
 The next thing to do for my project was to write about major milestones. The first  
time that I recall being extremely embarrassed was when I was in elementary school and  
I was teased about being tall. By boys. I was one of the tallest kids in school. I guess it  
looked weird because I was a girl, and the boys were much shorter than me. When my  
mother made me take ballroom dancing lessons, I was never picked to dance because I  
was enormous and hovered over these boys. I hated going to that dance hall but my  
prayers were finally answered when the city took a wrecking ball to the building and  
demolished it. I realize now that the boys were insecure about their height and therefore  
had to make fun of me, but at the time, I was miserable. Another landmark in my life was  
when I started my very first period on a road trip to Washington, DC with my  
grandmother, her sister, and my male cousin. It was all the ingredients of a classic  
tragedy that still burns in my brain. The final thread that I wanted to talk about is what I  
call the “Barbie Effect.” This is the notion that a woman’s looks define who she is. And  
that she has to do whatever it takes to look beautiful on the outside. Everyone has to  
judge a book by its cover, and a woman’s cover must look spectacular. She must get all 
her fulfillment and joy from her looks. I read an article about women who are  
transforming their bodies to actually look like a real life Barbie doll. They were getting  
ribs removed to achieve that impossible waist. They were getting fillers, botox,  
liposuction, any type of surgical procedure that top dollar could buy! This news was very  




 Women are deforming their bodies to look like a plastic fantasy doll. They are never  
truly satisfied. They will add more filler, more nipping, tucking, and cool sculpting  
their butts, thighs, and stomachs till there is simply nothing left to work with. This is the  
modern woman. All natural and organic, of course. 
 These ideas and stories were my firmament. They twinkled so brightly that I had  
to include them in my solo show. They were the lessons for my younger self. For the  







 The eagle. In the Greek myth about Prometheus, the Caucasian Eagle would feast  
on the Titan’s liver every day. Being that Prometheus was a Titan, his liver would grow  
back every night. The eagle was then killed by poisoned tipped arrows from Zeus’s son,  
Heracles, freeing Prometheus from his chains and torture. There are several works of art  
that magnificently illustrate this myth. Probably the most famous piece is from the  
painter, Peter Paul Rubens, called “Prometheus Bound.” In this oil painting, Rubens  
depicts Prometheus as the suffering victim and with the collaboration of Frans Snyders,  
was able to display the beauty of the Eagle that was causing the pain. There is also a play  
called Prometheus Bound, by the prolific Greek playwright, Aeschylus. It is based on the  
Greek myth and tells the tale of how “Prometheus helped Zeus in establishing rule over  
Cronus, but infuriated Zeus by becoming the champion of mortals and giving them fire”  
(Howatson 2011). The play continues to describe how Zeus ordered Hephaestus, the  
Greek god of blacksmiths, to chain Prometheus to the Caucasus mountains. He is visited  
by other gods such as Oceanus, Io, and Hermes, who demand Prometheus to tell his  
information of a secret that could destroy Zeus’s power.  
 In the Greek story, the eagle was something to be feared. In the early stages of my  
story, I wanted the same type of fear from this bird I wanted my character to tell one of  
events that  happened to her and when she would try to teach the audience a lesson that  




represent the story of how the eagle would pluck out Prometheus’ liver, but I wanted the  
ripping away from my character’s body to represent the extraction of horrible choices in  
life. That her decisions no longer live with her. I went through several ideas and different  
scenarios of this part in my play. At first, I thought maybe the bird could be pulling out  
fake body parts or I could have scraps of linen dyed red to symbolize organs being ripped  
away from me. Then reality hit me, and I knew that if I wanted to make this production  
minimal and portable, I cannot build a large mechanical bird to become my scene partner.  
I still wanted the bird to play a part in this production, but I wasn’t sure how. I needed the  
bird to represent something else. Then I thought about who was this story for. Who am I  
speaking to? I am trying to speak to all of the young girls out there. I am supplying them  
with a backpack full of knowledge of what the world is like if they grow up female.  
That’s it. The bird was my daughter. Your daughter. Everyone’s daughter. Unlike the  
Greek story, the bird couldn’t be something that came to punish me, but instead had to  
become something that came to liberated me. Something that could set me free. 
 The concept of my show started evolving into a slightly different version than I  
originally planned. The bird now embodied all the voices of young girls in the world, and  
the cold steel trellis that I was going to be chained to was no more. After more thought  
and preparation, I didn’t think that a clunky chain shackled to my ankle and the trellis  
was the best way to occupy the space. What I meant by this was: that I needed to move  
freely on the stage and center my focus on helping the “bird.” I still wanted to remain true  
to the myth of Prometheus being chained to a rock but in a different type of confinement.  
I went back to my original thread of confinement and starting writing down different  




character. Maybe inside of an interrogation room, or in a padded room of an asylum, or  
maybe even inside of an underground well. Then I started to remember how much pain  
Prometheus was in, and the torture he went through when the eagle would come everyday  
and pluck away his liver. What hell that would be. Exactly. I will place my character in  
purgatory. It would be a temporary place of agony that my character would have to relive  
everyday (just like in the story of Prometheus) if she could not get the help from the little  
bird. So where to place my little bird? That was the next question.  
 Purgatory was going to be the setting of my character’s new home. When I think  
about the word purgatory, a couple of key details stand out. One: is that I thought of it as  
a place that is never changing, continuous, and unvarying. Second: it would be a place  
that is dark and ominous. A place that may resemble a dark well. Someplace  
underground, with high walls or barriers, and little light. The final key detail about  
purgatory would be that there would be no sense of time. I could be lost in a perpetual  
cycle in an endless continuance of time. Never being able to keep track of what happened  
before or after. I wanted to use some of these concepts of purgatory in my solo show. If  
my character couldn’t escape but was able to roam around in a confined space freely,  
then purgatory had to be inside of some form of pit or basin. A place of extremely high  
walls where very little daylight (if any) is allowed to seep in. So, I had my setting, I just  
needed to figure out where to place my little bird. I decided to put her above the well and  
there would be a single coil of thick, heavy rope that would hang down from the rafters of  
the theatre ceiling. This way I could call up to the bird and hopefully with her aid, she  
could pull me out of this terrible place. I needed the reasons for her to help me to be clear  




 In the tale of Prometheus, the eagle eats away his liver everyday, only for it to  
grow right back. I still liked the idea of offering “a piece of me” to this bird but I didn’t  
want it to be something as morbid as me ripping away my own flesh. I liked the notion  
though, of pulling something out from me. Something that was attached to me, as if I  
were offering up a sacrifice. Some pieces of material, some fabric, could act as if they  
were pieces of my flesh, or my soul, or even my experiences as a woman. They could  
mirror the myth of the liver being torn away from Prometheus. I remember the idea about  
having red stained scraps of fabric to pull out from my body. What if they were tied to  
me? Maybe around my wrists, or ankles, to resemble chains just like Prometheus. I could  
take them off every time I gave my little bird a life lesson that happened to me. The  
moral to one of the stories I would tell her could help her, and then she could help me.  
Just like the purpose of a Greek myth is to teach a rule or a valuable decision to the  
reader, I could do the same thing. I would tell my little bird a story and every time the 
moral would come, I would unwrap one of the linens from my arm or wrist and then tie it  
around the rope. I had the idea that the rope would then move up and help me get out of  
purgatory. Each moral would carry me further and further towards my little bird and to  
freedom. I liked this way of fleeing purgatory. Then I had the thought, that maybe after  
every story that my character told the little bird, there could be a twist. After all the  
stories and shared lessons that my character would tell, and just when she thought she  
was going to escape, what if there was a noose tied at the end of the rope. She wouldn’t  
see it until after all of her stories were over and she was awaiting freedom. Was this her  






 I couldn’t help thinking about the idea that maybe time stood still here in  
purgatory. How would anyone know how long you were stuck inside of a well or an  
enclosed room, if she never saw the light of day? Would seconds turn into hours, and  
hours turn into years in a flash or would they take eons? I imagine that purgatory would  
be a psychological type of hell where your mind could get the best of a person. I wanted  
purgatory to symbolize the place of ultimate power. A place where if the mind were  
allowed to take control- it would. It could -and would- destroy. 
 The words were coming together once I had a clear vision of my solo 
show. Once I had a solid idea of what the set was going to look like, what type of  
soundtrack I was going to include, and what costume I was going to wear, the lines  
started to flow. I went through several drafts before finalizing the piece. I still had to  
figure out my introduction. I said that I wanted to do a movement piece in the beginning  
but it had to “fit” inside of this world. It had to look cohesive within the world of  
purgatory. 
 I just so happened to be watching a video of Thom Yorke (the lead vocalist of the  
band, Radiohead) and I fell in love with his new album, Anima, and a song called, “Not  
the News”. It sounded like deconstructed noise. It was haunting, full of pulsating  
frequencies, electronic fuzz. Yorke said its “themes include anxiety and dystopia” (Frost  




It was fate that I came across this song, clearly. Now that I had my intro music, I just  
needed a stylized movement sequence to open up the show. I was able to make a dance  
arrangement at the beginning of the show that displayed a very staggered but precise style  
that would completely fit with the music and setting of my purgatory. So, I had my  
opening and the lines. It was just the order that I wanted to arrange them in. I knew that I  
wanted to start off trying to persuade my little bird to help me get out of this place. The  
next couple of stories would have to go in the order from what happened to me first as a  
child, and then throughout the cycle of womanhood. I talked about my dance lessons that  
I couldn’t stand as a child, to having my first period on a road trip with my grandmother  
and her friend, to my abusive relationship, to my eating disorders in college, and several  
therapists that I have had the pleasure to entertain. After each story that I would act out  
physically, I would tell a moral to this story and tie the cloth from my leg, arm, or wrists  
around the rope, and the rope would go up. The only time that I decided to showcase  
another dance sequence was during the abuser scene. I remember saying that I never  
wanted to describe the person that was doing this attack to me because I was not going to  
give him that satisfaction or glory to be a part of my project. Instead, I used the help of  
some spooky music by Phillip Glass, called, Tissue No.2 and set the mood of the scene. I  
began to reenact some violent scenarios that I put myself through. I was able to get  
fantastic guidance with this scene with the help of my advisor, Professor Hunt. She was  
able to counsel me through the movements and direct me in a way that would exhibit the  
scene smoothly. 
 The rehearsal process was interesting. It was unlike any other show that I have  




My time in rehearsal was mostly spent going through the motions of how I wanted to  
block the show. I would try different ways of setting the scene, and I had to make this  
place feel like a scary, lonely, dark dungeon. The lighting helped give the ambiance of an  
extremely menacing place. The rope had to be hung up over the metal trellis of the  
theatre’s ceiling every night of the production. Since the rope was like another character  
in the play, I had to work around, and with the rope. This took the most time because my 
character needed to have great lighting with the rope, and make sure that the audience did 
not see the noose at the bottom. I also made sure to use the same music in the opening of  
the play, as well as at the end of the play. It bookended the piece nicely and we went to  
black. Most of the rehearsal time was mainly blocking, and using the words and music to 
guide me through this purgatory. 
 Making my own solo show was one of my greatest achievements. It is something  
that will forever be mine. I never thought that I was capable of writing a play, let alone a  
play that reflected my life. This was a rare opportunity that I was given. I relish in the  
evolution of this show. From the conception of my three threads, to the influence of a  
Greek myth, to the decision to make my little bird perch above purgatory, this solo show  
had certainly unfolded into something that I am proud of. I had big ideas for this show,  
Greek theatre big. I wanted to give this production more chances. When I originally  
wrote this show, I wanted to send a positive message of hope to the future of young girls  
out there, but I also had the desire to tour it around. I wanted it to have an afterlife. I  






 From the very beginning of realizing that I had to write a solo show, I knew that I  
wanted to tour it. I had recently toured a one woman solo show called, Grounded, with  
the theatre company that I am a member of called, Full Circle Productions. I loved the  
experience and the very nature of taking a solo show on the road excites me. One of the  
reasons why I wanted to talk about the subject matter that I did, was in hopes that I would  
be able to tour my show. The #MeToo movement was still a pertinent discussion and my  
show had everything to piggyback on to that idea. That is one of the reasons why I  
wanted to make the show so portable and easy to put together in a flash.  
 Before the coronavirus threatened the theatre, I was going to have the opportunity  
to take my solo show to the Hollywood Fringe Festival. Unfortunately, they had to cancel  
the event but I am looking forward to performing my solo show again in the near future. I  
recently reread my solo show and I already know that I want to make some minor  
changes. I wanted to stay with the Prometheus concept, but I thought about possibly  
changing the beginning. I may want to take out that first monologue to my little bird. Or 
possibly, reword it a bit. I like the flow of the rest of the script, except for maybe  
tweaking a couple of lines here and there. I think that I could rewrite the beginning  
of the script to make the telling of the morals a bit more clear. Just a little polish up. All  
in all, I am still very satisfied with the work that I have done. I never thought that I would  




theatre program has given me. There are a lot of actors out there in the world, but not a  
lot of them can say that they got the chance to write, direct, star, and perform in their own  
solo show (Figure 6.1). For that, I am extremely honored. And for all the girls out there  
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14 MINUTES IN PURGATORY 
 
The lights are very dim and a woman enters wearing an old tattered wedding dress. She has 
bits of fabric tied around her wrists, ankles, and neck. There is a long metal chain on the 
floor that surrounds the area. An outline. Her boundary. “Not the News” by Thom Yorke 
plays. She sits on a steel chair. She is going in and out of consciousness. Like falling asleep 
on the subway. Right, left, head down, head to the side, and the pattern continues to the beat 
of the music. She “wakes up” and does not know where she is. She tries to run away but she 
is restricted from going any further because of the chain that surrounds the area. She sees a 
rope that is coiled on the floor. It goes up into the darkness of the sky. She remembers this 
rope. She remembers that there is a purpose for this rope. There has got to be a way out of 
here through this rope. She speaks to the top of the rope in various languages in order to get 
help while the music softly plays underneath.  
 
Woman: Γυρίστε τις πληγές σας στη σοφία. (No response. Thinks…. and tries a different 




Transforma tus heridas en sabiduria. (Silence…. No response. She tries to communicate 
with the little bird through dance. Then nothing. Back to speaking Greek. Then Latin. 
Then Spanish very quickly. Then English.) Turn your wounds into wisdom. 
(Music stops.) 
 (The rope twitches and moves. Realization. Success. Finally. She knows that the little 
bird understands this language. So she continues to speak in English.) 
Oh, you can hear me, my little bird!….. You have to get me out of here. I have lessons 
for you. For meaning. For what’s to come. It’s not easy being a girl. (Her little bird does 
not like this news. So, she tries to explain why this is so.) Boys have it easier. They have 
more opportunities, make more money, they can speak their minds freely and get drunk 
and sleep around with whomever they want and not be called a slut or a whore.  
“Whore!” 
 “Fucking slut!”  
“Why? Why can’t I do the same things that they can do?” “Cause you’re a girl, honey, 
and girls cannot do the same things that boys can do.” 
 So, I wait here. For my judgement. For fate to change. And I…wait. But listen….your 
experiences will become your super powers. 
 I wasn’t so obsessed with my appearance until boys made me aware of it. I had bucked 
teeth and was 5 feet tall. In the 1st grade. Tall. Very tall. I was called: 
 “Watch out! Here comes the Amazon Girl!” 




“Look at my polka dots!” 
 I wore polka dotted underwear to school and they could see them through my white 
shorts. I took them off in the bathroom. 
 Nicknames. Nicknames that embarrassed me. Nicknames that they gave me. 
 Nicknamed BY BOYS. 
“How people treat you is their karma; how you react is yours.”  
(The Woman unties a piece of wrapping from her wrist and ties it around the rope. An 
offering. These are morals that she is offering to her little bird. Lessons for her to aid in 
her journey through life. She reads it and ties the piece of fabric around the coiled rope. 
Hoping that they will be transported up to her little bird. The rope begins to pull up. It is 
working. Her little bird is going to help her escape purgatory. With each moral she gives 
to the little bird the rope will gradually lift the Woman up.) 
 (Sound cue: “Hernando’s Hideaway” by Amerimambo) 
At 10, I had to take ballroom dancing lessons. And boys got to pick their dance partners. 
And I was always picked last.  
“Fuck this place!” 
 “Please don’t make me go there again! I hate it.” 
 “Are you just going to quit and give up?” 




(Goes into singing and dancing the tango with her chair that is placed in the middle of 
the room. This is her scene partner. The much shorter boys.) 
 I HATED it. I hated it with all my soul. I hated the teacher, and the building too. I hated 
the people inside the place. I hated this place so FUCKING MUCH! Olé!  
(Music cuts out) 
 Years later they tore down that building. Oh, and I fucking loved it! To see the 
destruction. The rubble. The demolished building that harbored so much … Pain. 
Humiliation. Oh, and it all happened inside of a Woman’s Club. 
 “If you don’t heal the wounds of your childhood, you bleed into the future.” 
(The Woman pulls another piece of wrapping from her ankle. Words are written on it in 
black ink. She ties it around the rope just like before. The rope pulls up even more. The 
Woman is now miming to roll toilet paper into her hands to make the perfect ball. She 
does this action over and over. She is speaking like a twelve-year-old girl.) 
 12: And on a road trip to Washington, D.C. with my grandmother, my great aunt, and my 
annoying male cousin who was blasting his yellow Sony Walkman in the backseat. But I 
didn’t mind. Because that was the one thing that we had in common. Led Zeppelin. 
(Sound cue: Led Zeppelin’s “Custard Pie” plays… then fades out.) 
I’ve never been to D.C. and I was excited. This was going to be so much fun. It was a 
chance to travel, and to see different cities, and most importantly get the hell away from 




would change me. I was wearing my favorite aqua knit skirt. And man, I looked good. 
And I felt good in it. Until….  
“Uggghh, God, what’s that on your butt?” 
 I went into the gas station bathroom and turned around and looked into the mirror. And 
there it was. A spot. A red spot. NO, THE RED SPOT. I hurried into a stall and pulled 
down my skirt. 
 Oh my god, oh my god, oh my god. I’d just started my period. On a road trip. With my 
63-year-old grandmother, my aunt, and my cousin. Oh my god, I felt alone. I felt so 
helpless. I felt so… 
“Pissed! What the hell!?” 
 “Who can I tell? Who can I tell?” 
The cashier?!?....... “Jesus.” 
 My grandmother?!? “Oh My GOD?” 
 My cousin?!? “Are you kidding me?!? How embarrassing.”  
No. No, no, no, no, no, no…. 
Toilet paper!! Yes. Ok, toilet paper. Uh, a little bit more. 
 There. Pull down my skirt, put it in my underwear and wrap a sweater around my waist. 
“Voilà.” 
 I got home and I told my mother that I started my period. 




 I didn’t win the fucking lottery, lady. 
 She gets out a calendar. Tells me that I will have this thing every 28 days!  
“What?!? Are you kidding me? This is gonna happen to me every month? For how 
long?!?” 
 “Well, probably until you’re 50… 55?”  
“I can’t live like this. With this….this bloody mess inside of me.”  
This news hit me like a ton of bricks. (In my best nerd voice) “By my calculation: you 
will have your 516 times (give or take) in your life.” 
 I will have bloodstained panties for 43 years!?! 
“Oh honey, you’re so good at math!” 
 “GOD, I HATE BEING A GIRL!”  
"No matter how tough things may feel, there’s always something good waiting around 
the corner.” 
 (The Woman unties another moral from her neck. She reads it and ties it around the 
rope. The rope lifts up again.) 
(Sound cue: “Killing in the Name of” by Ameritz Karaoke) 
 I became an anorexic when I was an undergrad. It was kind of like a right-of-passage for 
your sophomore year. First: was the freshman 15.  




“Fuck you, you fucking fat ugly bitch!” 
 “Heffer!” 
 Second: Sophomore year. I’m not gaining one pound. Hell no. No way. Not one.  
My roommate and I went on a top secret mission to eat as little as possible. We would 
“check in” with each other. 
 “OK, what did you eat today?” 
 “Fruit. Salad. Protein shake.”  
But one day my roommate beat me. “Oh, she beat you good.” 
 Yeah, she beat me with… 
 “Ice.”  
“ICE?!?”  
“Yeah, Ice. I just ate ice.”  
Now, I’m a competitor. And being a competitor, well, I had to follow suit. (Goes into a 
work out BEAST MODE: crunches, push ups, etc.) I would exercise 3 times a day, 
everyday. I would run 5 miles everyday and try not to pass out. And I got down to 90 
pounds. 90 pounds. And I am 5’10”. 
That year my roommate ended up in the hospital and I ended up in a shrink’s office…. 
Once again. 
 (“Killing in the Name of” by Ameritz Karaoke goes straight into Sound cue… 




 “Why do you not eat?” 
 “What is really bothering you?” 
 “What are you escaping from?” 
 “Why do you think you drink?” 
 “The Bible says, you should treat your body like a temple.”  
“Why can’t you just be normal?"  
(SCREAMS) 
My battle with weight has always existed. From anorexia to bulimia back to anorexia. 
And then back to bulimia. Why are women so obsessed with weight? I’ll tell you my 
little bird. 
It’s the countless images that tell us how to live. How to look. How to eat. How to please 
a man. How to be a WOMAN. 
 (In a hypnotized state. The television has now become my drug and is seducing me) 
 “Ate too much turkey this Thanksgiving?” 
 “Melt away those holiday pounds now!” 
 “Make this New Year the New YOU!” 
 “Ladies, get your body bathing suit ready!”  
“Lose up to 30 pounds by only eating pizza!” 




(Sound Cue: Music out) 
 I’m so tired of trying to look like Barbie. Or expecting to want to look like one. This 
obsession has gotten out of control. (Goes into a talk show host format style). 
Women are actually transforming their bodies into a Barbie doll. They are getting ribs 
removed. To make that impossible waist made possible. Hair and lash extensions, 
tattooed eyebrows, permanent tanning, permanent makeup. Nose, neck, boobs, butt, chin, 
cheek, jaw jobs. Liposuction, lip injections, tummy tuck, thigh lift, upper arm lift, 
facelift, vaginal rejuvenation. 
“You are beautiful inside and out. Your looks do not define who you are. Remember that. 
Inside of you is all the fulfillment that you need. Inside of you is strength. And power. 
And yes, you can have a Barbie.” 
 (Pulls the moral from her ankle and ties the fabric around the rope. The rope once 
again, pulls up to the sky. She is going to get out of purgatory.) 
My mother always told me to keep a diary. 
 “Sometimes you just need to write it out….or punch a pillow.”  
I took her advice. It became my own private therapy session. My own private world. My 
safe haven. I enjoyed reading about what happened that day. What made me happy. What 
made me mad….and what…… made…. Me… what made… Me….. (starting to shiver 
and get frightened.)  




(Big music and physical dance sequence with lights flashing. It pushes me, makes me fall, 
pins me down, hits me, pulls my hair, strangles me, rapes me to the song. The elements of 
nature now act as my aggressor. Song fades, lights come to a still.) 
 (Music fades) 
You’ll never know what I am thinking now. What I am feeling. You can never hurt me 
now. 
 “Trust can get into the wrong hands. Violent hands. Vicious hands. Be careful who you 
trust.” 
 (Pulls the fabric from her wrist and ties it around the rope. Just like before, the rope 
pulls up higher and higher.)  
Everybody has a story, my little bird, and there’s something to be learned from every 
experience. 
 “I hate people that judge me. I really do. They eat away at my soul.” 
 “I like my dog better than I like you.” 
 “He broke up with me…. because I wouldn’t have sex with him.” 
 “Huh? Oh, I broke up with him…he talked during a movie!?!” 
 “Can you believe that mother fucker broke up with ME, and had the nerve to call me a 
month later begging to get back together? Ummm… OH HELL NO.” 
 “Yeah, he wanted to get back together… so, I said yeah.” 




 “You bitch!” 
 “What? They’ve cheated on me!?!” 
 “You asshole!” 
“The only courage you need, is the courage to live the life you were meant to.” 
 (Last moral to her little bird. She pulls the fabric from her arm and ties it around the 
rope The rope slowly gets pulled up into the sky. She is going to escape. Finally!) 
(Sound Cue: "Not the News” by Thom Yorke) 
 (She gets up tin the chair and is waiting for the rope to aid her in getting out of 
purgatory. Then…What we see at the end of the rope is a noose. Lights start to fade.) 
LIGHTS OUT 
